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Together, We Are.
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Congratulations! (Why You Should Read This Book)
You’ve decided you’re going to host your own Sacred
Circle!
Connection
Your decision to create a space for transformation is
filling a huge need in contemporary society.
We live in this paradoxical time when we have more and
more immediate access to more and more information
than at any other time in our existence as a species, yet
we are increasingly lonely.
This is due to the dearth of opportunities for real,
in-person connection in today’s society. Recent
developments in technology -- handheld computing,
internet, smart phones -- have linked us past connection
and left many of us drowning in emotional isolation.
Connection is a biological imperative. We humans are
very social creatures that thrive on connection with one
another. Your Sacred Event gives people a much needed
respite - a chance to connect on a soul level!

Types of Sacred Events & Circles
There are many kinds of events that can take on a Sacred
focus or tone. I utilize the term Sacred to invoke a
protected space with an intention of reverence. For the
duration of this eBook, I will use the terms event and
Circle interchangeably and they encompass the following:
* Workshops

* Retreats

* Meetings

* Conferences

* Gathers

* Networking

* Ceremonies

* Rituals

* Celebrations

Making the Decision
Perhaps you know that it is time to stand in the truth of
your power. Or maybe you long to support others as they
fulfill their Divine Mission, but you are unsure how. It
could be that you want to recreate that feeling you
experienced at the last Sacred Event you attended. Whatever the reason, you are confident that hosting a Sacred
Event is the next step in your purpose-filled life.
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First Steps...Bring All That You Are
Now it’s time to synthesize your life experiences,
education, and Spirit connection into a platform designed
to advocate for transformation in a group healing
experience.
As a longtime student of the Drum, I use a rhythm-based
approach in my Sacred Circles, and, as such, any examples I
use for demonstration purposes throughout this book
typically come from my rhythm-based circles. However,
please be empowered to utilize any methodology or approach that resonates with you. Other core principles for
Sacred Circles & Events include: healing, ritual, processing,
divinatory, and dream.

have the desire to host an event of this type at all
indicates that you already possess what you need to do so!
The Edge is a place of great revelation, and you are a
more eﬀective and impactful facilitator the more willing
you are to play and work at your own Edge!
Your Work Matters, You Matter!
Whether or not you identify as a healer, a creative, a
spiritual person in this world doesn’t really matter.
I simply can’t overstate this:
You are enough.
You ABSOLUTELY have something to oﬀer the world.
You are enough!

At The Edge
Before an event, I like to remind my guests that our
Sacred Circle is intended to be a place for them to work
and play at the edge of their knowledge and experience,
both technically and spiritually.
Similarly, convening a Sacred Event is a chance for you as
facilitator to also play and work at the edge. Expect some
discomfort as this is a place to stretch and learn and grow.
Just remember that you don’t have to know everything in
order to successfully facilitate a Sacred Event. That you

Your world views, lived experience, spiritual & personal
connections, and your stories hold weight in this world.
They are valuable because they are yours. They are
valuable because they engender empathy. And they are
valuable because they all come to bear as you become a
person who holds Sacred Circles & Events.
So, get out there! No time to waste, the world is waiting!
Peace & Love,
Giavanni “Dr. G” Washington, PhD
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Introduction
I wrote this book for three primary reasons.

This list of anxious questions went on and on.

Reason 1: The Practical

Ultimately, I just dove in, making plenty of missteps
along the way. I wrote this book to help you enjoy a more
seamless experience!

I had no idea what I was doing when I started hosting
Sacred Circles, even though the call to do so was clarion.
I was getting the message from everywhere - clients,
mentors, instructors, friends, team members, and colleagues from my healer circles. It seemed that no matter
where I turned someone was suggesting that I could and
should Hold Space for group healing experiences.
As I slowly wrapped my brain around the “what,” I became increasingly anxious about the “how.”

Reason 2: Mindset
I believe that one of my Divine Mandates is to Hold Space
for others as they Journey from one plane to the next. I
wanted to remove any obstacles of the mindset variety as
you venture into the realm of Sacred Events.

* How do I facilitate an event like this?

Now, some of you may be asking yourself “what exactly
does she mean by Holding Space?”

* How do I make it/allow it to be sacred?

In my experience Holding Space means that:

* How do I find people to attend?
* How do I invite them?

**I will believe until you believe

* How much, if at all, do I charge?

and that

* How am I going to find a space?

I will have faith until you have faith.**
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In the case of this book, it means that I hope its contents
remove any mindset impediments by serving as platform
from which the Divine in you is called forth, recognized,
and tasked with greatness….

much more valuable to a greater number of people to
produce a highly accessible guide. In this way, anyone
who “hears the call” or “feels the pull” can create and host
their own Sacred Event.

May your process be seamless.

NOTE: Though this document is not laden with “WooWoo Speak,” I have created an online Glossary of Sacred
Terms. If you would like to access it, please email me!

I trust that it will be fruitful.

Summary
Reason 3: Accessibility
Jargon.
Every professional, religious, and philosophical field has
its own vocabulary. Sometimes these specific lexicons
create a barrier to entry for the uninitiated. I wanted to
create a document for everyone, so I’ve written this book
with a minimum of vernacular from the realm of the
Spiritual or the Metaphysical.
I sometimes joke that I am the healer for people who
don’t go to healers or that I am an Irreverent Shaman. I do
not present as a stereotypical healer -- I don’t wear
crystals, wear long flowing dresses, or always speak in
hushed, reverent tones. Similarly, I don’t use esoteric
language in my work with clients. I thought it would be

A compilation of some of the wisdom I’ve gained hosting
Sacred Events over the last three years, this book: 1)
addresses some of the “how-tos” of event conception,
planning & implementation; 2) provides mindset support;
& 3) is presented with both the novice & the expert in
mind.
I hope that the content will save you the angst, time, and
frustration I experienced while trying to establish
reliable, repeatable, and reputable events. Planning and
holding events can be daunting! Please do reach out to
me (email) with questions, concerns, or even if you’d just
like a bit of cheerleading!
Remember, I am here Holding Space for your process, your
progress, and your path.
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Chapter 1

Intention & Vision

I’m a big proponent of “loving what
you do.” I am an even bigger advocate
for “loving HOW you do it!”
The processes of Intention-ing &
Envisioning are critical to your event
feeling good & facilitation
transformation!

Step 1

Intention-ing
Every feat or accomplishment -- from the mundane to
the phenomenal -- begins with an idea, a thought, or a
dream.
Whether you are a Sacred Events novice or have hosted
this kind of event for years, your Sacred Event starts from
the moment you acknowledge the desire to host it.
The Intention-ing space is one that is devoid of fear and
obstacles.

To Meditate or...Not?
There are myriad ways to enter this space, meditation
being the most often cited.
But I’ll be honest with you, although I hear great things
about meditation and other exercises designed to “still or
quiet the mind,” they just don’t work for me. This could
be for a variety of reasons. Some say I’m resistant, others
say it’s ADHD, but I have not found these labels to be
useful.
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Irrespective of whatever label is ascribed to me, I know
that my brain doesn’t just settle during practices designed
to quiet the mind. In fact, they create anxiety! I’m a
kinesthetic learner and I need to move my body to
integrate and truly understand new information.

Permission To Make It Work For You!

Moving Meditation

And for those of you who have never tried a moving
meditation, give it a whirl, you may have an equally
beneficial experience and add a tool to your kit in the
process!

After years of frustration and searching, I discovered a
unique approach to creating the space of Intention:
Moving Meditations. They are just what they sound like
-- a conduit for creating a space devoid of fear and other
mental obstacles...through movement! For example, I
find that I can achieve the much sought after
“neurological enlightenment” through repetitive physical
movements found in cycling or drumming.
And while this book isn’t the place to delve into the
neuroscience behind the various brain waves and the
stimuli necessary to create shifts from one state to
another, there is a growing literature supporting what I’ve
experienced for years: brains function in a variety of ways
and it behooves each of us to find what works for us!
The confidence to do so will help you do your Sacred
Work in the world!

So for those of you reading this book who have struggled
with meditation, I encourage and give you permission to
explore the concept of moving meditation. The Sacred
Space is not a one-size fits all container, so by all means do
what works for you!

No matter which techniques you employ in your process
of Intention-ing, once you reach the blissful state of
“neurological enlightenment,” you will have unfettered
access to your deepest insights and clearest intuition.
This connection to your higher power (Spirit, Guides,
Totems, God, Universe, use whatever term resonates with
you) in this space will allow you to see and understand
your dreams and desires at their fullest.
The Intention-ing process aligns you with what you love!
The next step, Envisioning, helps you love how you’re
doing what you love!
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Step 2

Envisioning
Create a Mission Statement or Manifesto for Your Event. Place it in a Visible Location!
Some Questions to Get You Started:
* What is the purpose of your event?
* Is the event one-time, infrequent, or
recurring?
* What is the theme, if any, of the event?
* What kind of ambience, environment, or
feeling will support the event’s purpose and/
or theme?
* With what learnings, skills, or wisdom do
you hope your guests to walk away?
* How do you want to feel after the event?
* If you are collaborating, in what state do
wish the relationship to be after the event?
NOTE: Your Event Manifesto is for YOU! Feel free to
create something that resonates with you! Refer to it
often during your planning - this will keep you aligned
& loving HOW you are doing what you love!
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Chapter 2

Preparing for Your Sacred Event

There are 2 broad categories to
consider when Preparing for your
Sacred Event:
Creating the Physical Space &
Curating Sacred Space.

Step 3

Creating the Physical Space
Before sharing your event, there are some important criteria to consider:
Location
- indoor or outdoor
- plan for inclement weather if outdoors
Venue
- make sure it is appropriate for your event
- feel of the space, are modifications possible?
- size, shape, seating, soundproof
- parking
- refreshments
Timing
- day & time (relation to some cyclic event, such as
the moon phases, astrological events, or seasons)

- duration & pre-event gathering time
- recurring or a one-oﬀ event
Equipment
- will vary according to type of event
- have enough materials for each participant
11

Step 4

Curating Sacred Space
This is perhaps the most important aspect of a facilitating a successful
Sacred Event.
As the person who called for the gathering, it is your responsibility to
provide the physical space that will become the metaphysical container
in which your group will work their process together.
And though “the process” will most certainly diﬀer from Sacred Event to
Sacred Event, there are some general characteristics that apply to most
venerable gatherings.
As you move through the following steps, be sure to refer back to your
Event Manifesto to use a guiding principle. This will help you create the
event that you desire -- a platform for deep personal excavation and
transformation. This will also be simultaneously pleasing to Spirit!
One definition of sacred is dedicated.
So even if the space available for your Sacred Event is not usually used for sacred or ritual purposes, you can take steps to
dedicate your space, temporarily transforming it into Sacred Space, for your event. Curating Sacred Space has two basic
phases: 1) delineating the physical area, and then 2) creating the desired feeling. There are many ways to do both; what
follows are suggestions on how you might Curate a space for your Sacred Event. Let’s start with a way to delineate space.
12

The
Circle

I
describe The Circle as
having a “Powerful Geometry.” It is
a perfect shape from which many other potent
geometries are derived. My passion for The Circle began
with my ethnographic study of an African-influenced drum
circle in the Los Angeles area. Participation in this weekly circle for
eight years demonstrated that the Circle mediates, among other things,
community sanction and support AND holds every individual in equality.

No hierarchy exists in the Circle.
The Circle is a healing technology used in indigenous societies around the world -- it
has been used in Chinese Macrocosmic Symbology, Celtic Mythology, the Native
Medicine Wheel, and even Jungian Psychology, to name just a few. You will find The
Circle as a fundamental element in contemporary manifestations of traditional cultural
expressions such as: Capoeria, Candomble, the Bataban, and even the Hip Hop Battle!
The Circle has also been used to represent: Cosmic Unity (Sun, Moon, Stars, Planets,
Universe); the Sacred (Divine, Unity, Initiation, Spiritual Energy); Perfection
(Wholeness, Completion, Everything); Cycles (Revolution, Centering); and even
the Womb (Nurturing, Protection, Haven).
Energy flows and grows in The Circle allowing participants the exquisite
opportunity to experience community, while simultaneously contributing
to communal healing processes and maintaining the integrity of their
individuality.
While I almost always work in The Circle, you are free
to use any geometry you desire to shape your
Sacred Container. Try a Circle,
you might like it!

Hint: Integrate the elements into your event. Fire, in particular, is a potent representative of nature and transformation.

Create the Feel of Your Sacred Event
After you have established the physical space in which you
will do your blessed work, it is time to move on to creating
the feel of your Sacred Event.
1. Add items to the Space that will be conducive to the
type of ambience that you are trying to foster.
a) If you are having a night-time event, auxiliary lighting
will contribute to the feeling of evening. Holiday
lights (also known as Christmas Tree lights) might
introduce a festive atmosphere, while candles may
add an air of calm and mystery.

b) For events during the day consider decorating with
portable objects such as plants, flowers, masks, statuettes, or other items related to the theme of your
event.
c) Keeping in mind your theme and desired mood,
consider bringing in other elements of nature as well.
A small water feature, for example, will create a sense
of peace.
2. I often place drums and instruments in strategic
locations to invite interaction with said objects.
The chance to communicate with the Space serves
2 purposes:
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a) It reduces the nerves and anxiety that some feel when
entering a new space, and
b) Gentle percussive notes or the sound of whimsical
chimes floating through air, for example, begin to
move the energy and create a juicy anticipation
among event participants.
3. Sacred Spaces often have a dedicated Altar area.
Establishing an altar is a great way to focus your events. You
can even co-create the altar space with your participants -ask your them to bring items for the community altar.
4. A Crucial Step: Spiritually Cleansing The Space
Some traditions cleanse the space before any set-up, while
other cleanse after the space is ready to receive, but before
any guests arrive. The key here is provide a clean tableau for
the group’s sacred process.
I prefer to cleanse the space after I’ve set everything up
because the venue I use most often is also used for other
activities -- my backyard patio and deck! Setting up my
Sacred Circle requires moving furniture, bringing out drums,
and setting up the refreshment table. For my situation it
makes more sense to cleanse after all the rearranging is done
and the area is swept.
Some methods of performing a Spiritual Cleansing include:
a) Smudging or Burning Sage
b) Playing a drum/instrument around the perimeter
c) Pouring Libation
d) Putting Water or Holy Water at the points of the
4 Directions

Hint: Playing a drum around the perimeter of your event is one way
to Cleanse your space and prep for your event!
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Chapter 3

It’s Go Time!

You’ve selected your venue, invited
your guests, and set up your space.
You are ready to receive your guests!
***
Yep, this is me playing with my Drum
Family at my marriage celebration!
Who says Sacred has to be Serious???

Step 5

Facilitating Your Event
A Simple Guide to Holding Space!
Consider The Following Phases:
1. Cleansing Participants Upon Arrival
2. Housekeeping
3. Orientation - Making the Most of the
Event
4.Orientation - What’s Going to
Happen?
5. Set Group Intention
6.Open Portal
7. Present Content
8.Allow Space For Reflection &
Dialogue
9.Circle Back Through The Content,
Flexibly
10. Close/Close the Portal
11. Cleanse Yourself/Space
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Holding Space is one of the “WooWoo” terms for which
most people don’t have a definition. For the purposes of
this chapter, I am using the term to represent the move
from Physical Space into a Metaphysical, Spiritual, or
Sacred Space. As facilitator, you are responsible for
creating and maintaining this platform for your guests.
NOTE: You are NOT responsible for their individual processes!!

The following phases are guidelines, use them how and
when you deem appropriate for your event!

Phase 1: Cleansing Participants Upon Arrival
Recall from the Curating Space chapter that providing a
clean space in which to gather for sacred purposes is a
very critical step for Sacred Events. Providing an opportunity for participants to ritually cleanse themselves is
similarly crucial. Doing so allows participants slow down,
catch their breath, get focused, and be intentional about
the event at hand.
This process is beneficial for all & I suggest providing the
implements necessary for cleansing. However, I suggest
leaving this step optional. You want to avoid any possible
friction or major discomfort at the outset of your event.

Hint: Water is a simple and wonderful way to cleanse. Use small
amounts to symbolically cleanse away the day or negative energy.
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Some possible methods of cleansing include:
a) Smudging or Burning Sage
b) Playing a drum/instrument around the participant
c) Washing hands with water
d) Applying perfumed oils or other liquids
e) Communing or Communicating with the Fire

Phase 3: Orientation - Making the Most of the
Event
To ensure a seamless event, take a moment to introduce
some guidelines that create an environment conducive to
the deep work which you have gathered to do.
Your approach to this will depend on your space, event
type, spiritual practices and personal approach to
facilitation. Some points to consider:
a) asking questions

Phase 2: Housekeeping

b) taking notes

In the early moments of your event, once your group is
gathered in your previously delineated Space, you’ll want
to quickly go over some basic housekeeping, such as:

c) listening without judgment
d) respecting the silence
e) a reminder that “fixing” is not necessary, and

a) bathroom locations

f) confidentiality

b) where and how to access water, if available
c) whether cell phones should be turned oﬀ & put
away
d) if event is on-going, whether drop-ins are allowed
e) anything else particular to your space that will
impact the flow of your event

An important note on Confidentiality:
Because of the personal & specific nature of the healing
& transformation work done in Sacred Circles, I request
that each participant agrees to not discuss anything that
occurs inside of The Circle during the event with any
person outside of The Circle after the event.
I only continue when I have 100% agreement.
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Phase 4: Orientation - What’s Going to happen?
Provide a brief overview of the arc of your event. I
suggest limiting the overview to 3 or 4 steps in order to
create juicy anticipation and not overwhelm your audience!
For events designed with space and time for processing,
this is a great moment to introduce any guidelines or
models for sharing and listening that will enhance the
overall experience of those in attendance.

One such model is Council.
THE COUNCIL MODEL is a model that relies on the powerful geometry of The Circle to ensure that everyone is
heard. Sometimes, the Council model employs a talking
stick -- a stick which confers to the person holding it
absolute attention from the rest of the circle. Only the
person with the stick may speak, others endeavor to listen without judgment. When the person is done talking
others may ask for clarification or request that the
speaker expound on a specific point, but at no time
should a response come from a place of judgment or a
desire to fix. In fact, responses are often not required.

If you are not already familiar with Council, it is truly a
discipline that requires practice!

Phase 5: Set Group Intention
Setting a group intention serves several purposes: it
encourages group coherence, facilitates group bonding,
and focuses the group as a unit entering the same process.
This engenders a sense of belonging that contributes to
continued deep listening and participation.
The possibilities for setting a group intention are
limitless. Some tried and tested ways include:
a) pulling an oracle card
b) a group meditation
c) presenting a writing exercise
d) sitting in silence while holding a question
e) poll the group: ask people to write down their primary intention on a small piece of paper; choose
from the responses
f) collective selection: present intention options to
the group, discuss, and then agree as a group
which one to pursue [advanced facilitation]
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Phase 6: Open the Portal
Take a big, deep breath.
You have arrived at the Threshold. This is the moment
during which you explicitly open yourself and the gathering to communication with Spirit. Often, there is a palpable change in the air.
People have reported experiencing, among other things,
goose-flesh, neck hairs standing on edge, and even altered
vision.
Various spiritual traditions across the world have developed “Threshold-Crossing Practices” to assist gatherings
in their eﬀorts to go to the “deep places.” What follows
is a short list of these practices:
a) Ringing a gong or tsingshahs
b) Calling Spirit(s)
c) Calling directions
d) Ritual honoring of ancestors
e) Toning
Ecstasy, a state of heightened awareness and rapturous delight,
can be achieved in many ways - drumming is a powerful one!

f) Chanting around the Fire
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Feel free to select as few or as many suit the theme and
feeling of your event. You may also come up with your
own “Threshold-Crossing Practices.” Rely on your
instinct and intuition to create Practices that feel authentic and meaningful to you, your guests and the Sacred
Event that you are co-creating!

Here are some delivery methods to try:
a) Dialogue
b) Whole-Group Activities
c) Partnered Activities
d) Partnered and Group Shares

Phase 7: Present Content
You have successfully supported your group across the
Threshold and they are ready for your content! Design
your content so that it meets the goals you established
during your process of Envisioning.
Here’s an example: You want the guests to “Learn How to
Hold Space Musically for Sacred Events.” You would want
to provide opportunities for your participants to create
and play music for each other during your workshop.
Content about “Preparing Ritual Food,” though interesting, is not going to help you or your guests integrate new
knowledge about Holding Space Musically.
Another thing to consider is content delivery! Using a
variety of delivery styles keeps your audience engaged!

e) Written Exercises

Phase 8: Allow Space for Reflection & Dialogue
An important detail to remember is that people value
experience more than instruction.
That is actually worth repeating: People value experience
more than instruction.
To keep your event on the “experience” end of the
spectrum, design your event with plenty of moments
during which you pause to check in with your guests.
Give them the opportunity to reflect and space to dialogue during the course of your event.
Here are some useful questions and phrases to help you
facilitate these reflection and dialogue moments:
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a) I’m curious about [X].....

This is a stylized version of the Ouroboros, a snake eating its tail.

b) Where did that land for you?
c) How/why does this resonate with you?
d) I wonder what it means for you/your process if [X]
occurred?
NOTE: Remember that silence is just as, if not more, important
as words are. Take a breath or two before you jump into your
facilitation after asking a probing question.

Phase 9: Circle Back through the Content, Flexibly
Years ago I learned a powerful, 3-step pedagogical tool
from my first drum teacher:
1) Tell them what you are going to tell them,
2) Tell them,
3) Then, tell them what you told them!
This is a good foundation while planning and designing
your Sacred Event. And also, be sure to integrate space for
flexibility inside of your content.

An ancient symbol found first in Egypt and India, the Ouroboros
was used by alchemists to signify “coming full circle.”
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As the facilitator or host of a transformative event, it is
incumbent upon you to “meet people where they are.”
This means that people are going to show up “with their
stuﬀ,” and you have no way of predicting the group
dynamics born from what people are carrying when they
arrive at your event. Your considerable responsibility is
to mold and modify the delivery of your content as your
Sacred Event progresses.
One way to do this is to incorporate participant reflections and dialogue as your are circling back through your
content.
NOTE: Stay in integrity with the time & the Sacred Work!

Phase 10: Close/Close the Portal!
Take another big, deep, cleansing California Ujjayi breath
(a little West Coast humor for ya)!!
You have arrived at the other Threshold!
Just as significant as any other step in this process, closing
brackets your event. A properly executed close:
a) allows your guests to return to the world with
their learnings intact,

b) sets the stage for true integration of any transformative moments, and
c) serves as a mutual witnessing, simultaneously
acknowledging and validating both the individual
and the group experiences.
Before formally closing your Sacred Event, be sure to leave
time for a few minutes of reflection upon the event’s content and activities. Oﬀer participants a final moment to
share any insights, observations, or other thoughts.
One of my favorite pre-close questions is “What did you
find valuable about [enter appropriate timing & name, i.e.
tonight’s healing workshop]?”
This question gently compels your guests to articulate
what they accomplished, achieved, or attained during the
course of your Sacred Event. Verbally expressing their
learnings during the event is useful for two reasons:
1) Your guests articulate for themselves what value
they derived from your event, and
2) It connects your guests’ progress or expansion
directly to your sacred platform and facilitation,
thus increasing its value!
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After your guests have made their final contributions, it is
time to Close the Portal.
You may use any of the methods suggested in Phase 6:
Open the Portal or integrate some other unifying
action, such as inviting your guests to stand in a circle
around the fire, perhaps holding hands, if appropriate.
Begin with gratitude to your guests -- human and Spirit -and then oﬀer your final remarks.
If possible, weave in the arc of your transformative event
- where you as a group began, what insights were gleaned,
and where you are now. Share with your guests how they
might incorporate their learnings into their daily lives.

Phase 11: Cleanse Yourself and Your Sacred Space
Holding space for transformational work, while absolutely Sacred, can be an emotionally and physically taxing
endeavor. Empaths (or those who take on other people’s
feelings & emotions and experience them as their own)
may find this kind of work particularly exhausting. It is
entirely possible that you may find yourself both invigorated and exhausted after the final guest has departed
your event.

After you have returned the Sacred Space to its original
conditions, it is imperative that you as facilitator make an
eﬀort at grounding or cleansing yourself -- no matter how
you are feeling. The idea here is that you don’t carry any
energy that is not yours back into your life (notice I didn’t
qualify it as good or bad). Similarly, you don’t want to
leave any energy from the evening’s activities lingering in
the space, especially if that space may be used for other
purposes.
Think of it as taking a bath or shower after a work out
before meeting your family for a holiday meal. You don’t
want to walk into a dinner party dripping with sweat
from your training session, do you? You remove the sweat
to create a clean slate for the next activity!
You can use the suggestions found in Phase I: Cleansing Participants Upon Arrival or any other method
that leaves you feeling refreshed and renewed -- the
importance of Exquisite Self-Care cannot be overstated.
This is a non-negotiable and critical step in the process.
And, now...
Exhale...
You have successfully completed your Sacred Event!
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Step 6

Documentation & Evaluation
Asking For And Receiving Feedback Will Strengthen Your Sacred Circles
Documentation
Take brief notes of your perspective soon after
your event, especially if you plan to host a
recurrent event. You won’t remember the
specifics later. Consider tracking: date,
attendees, instruments/equipment, time/
duration, theme/topic, activities, insights, and
notes. Take pictures or video if appropriate!
Suggested Questions For Feedback
(note: wait a week or so for optimal answers)

- What worked? What did you like or enjoy?
- What didn’t work? What didn’t you like or
enjoy?
- What would you like to see more of ?
- What did you find valuable about the event?
- What were your most significant take aways?
- How are you applying them to your life?
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Chapter 4

Final Thoughts & Considerations

Even though I’m discussing
Mindset last, try to keep these
points in mind from the very
beginning of your planning process!

There are NO wrong turns, no wrong decisions! You can always course correct...so go on, go get your Sacred Event On!

Have a plan...and be willing to let it go!
If I could only share one piece of advice with you, it would
be to:
Plan, even over plan, and then LET IT GO!
As I mentioned in the previous chapter, the work of
facilitating a Sacred Circle requires you to “meet people
where they are.” You can fulfill this considerable
responsibility by being willing to mold and modify the
delivery of your content as your Sacred Event progresses.

Thorough planning is your oﬀering to the Universe, to
Spirit.
Even if you have 100% confidence in your ability to
improvise, always, always do the planning work as it
creates a scaﬀolding of confidence, agility, and grace upon
which you can rely even when your plan gets thrown out
the window! And because you have limited prior knowledge as to who shows up and what they are carrying, I can
almost guarantee that your plan will get thrown out!
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Have faith in your vision and ability to support your
guests’ movement across the Threshold -- even when it
seems like you’re flying by the seat of your pants. Know
that each event or series of events will develop its own
personality over the course of the event or series, and, as
such, your sacred container will provide what it needs to
provide in the way that will serve those in
attendance...even when it’s not going to plan!

If I could oﬀer a second piece of advice, I would ask that

you:
Remember that you are a conduit, a vessel.
When those pesky doubts and “yeah, buts” start to pop
up and creep in, remind yourself that this platform that
you are creating is not about you! You are an instrument
through which transformative information, energy, and
Spirit is flowing.
If you are called or compelled to convene people for this
kind of transformative work & deep personal excavation,
you already possess what you need to Hold the Space. To
let your doubts and fears impede your progress is, frankly,
to be disrespectful to your divine gifts. To be clear, I’m
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not dismissing your doubts and fears, I’m simply
suggesting that you focus on your event and guests so
that you can do your part to change the world.

If I could oﬀer a third -- and final -- piece of advice it
would be to understand that transformation doesn't have
to look like Fourth of July fireworks, in fact:
The most profound shifts are created from
sparklers!
While the word “transformation” defines both a process
and a state, we tend to think of transformation as a large
and significant change already completed. And that this
change looks like a county Fireworks display celebrating
our nation’s independence.
What the big bang and flash of a large fireworks display
don’t demonstrate are the numerous experiences,
attempts, and missteps that contributed to the original
idea to create a sparkler in the first place.
Moreover, sometimes the sparkler itself -- a mindset shift,
a new perspective, an unfamiliar willingness -- IS tantamount to the spectacular Fourth of July display, even
though it appears small and seemingly insignificant.

As I stated in the Intention chapter, every feat or
accomplishment -- from the mundane to the phenomenal
-- begins with an idea, a thought, or a dream. Your Sacred
Event began with an inspiration and similarly, your guests
will experience moments of profound insight and
intuitive connection that will represent both the process
and state of transformation. That is, these moments will
be both steps and conclusions...sparklers and fireworks.

❊

And you, precious facilitator, have the honor and privilege
of Holding Space for others wanting to do this Sacred
work. You change the world -- one person, one sparkler
moment at a time -- because you heard the call and
bravely answered it.
I send love and light to each of you who convenes (or will
convene!) Sacred Gatherings. By creating powerful
moments of connection in our world, you are revolutionizing communication & understanding. You have my deepest gratitude and profound respect.
********
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